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Program Committee  
Meeting Minutes  
June 17, 2019; 1:00 – 3:00 PM  
Red Cross, 3131 N. Vancouver Ave., Portland 

 

 
PROGRAM COMMITTEE ATTENDANCE (Quorum reached: 8 of 13 active positions represented) 

1. Alice Busch, REMTEC Chair 
2. Renate Garrison, Citizen Corps WG Chair 
3. Jack Nuttall, Public Health WG Chair 
4. Rob Root, Fire/EMS WG Representative (for Steve Pegram) 
5. Michael Smith, PDCC Representative 
6. Alex Ubiadas, Transit WG Chair 
7. Lonny Welter, PWWG Chair 
8. John Wheeler, Program Committee Chair 
9. Katy Wolf, Program Committee Vice Chair 

 
RDPO/PBEM Staff and Other Attendees: 

10. Denise Barrett, RDPO Manager 
11. Eric Missman, RDPO Staff Assistant 
12. Jennifer Stacey, Port of Portland 

 
 

1. Welcome, Introductions, and Agenda Review – John Wheeler, Committee Chair 

• At 1:00 pm, Chair Wheeler called the meeting to order, welcomed everyone, and asked for self-
introductions. The meeting agenda was also briefly reviewed. 

 

2. Administrative Matters – John Wheeler, Committee Chair 

• Chair Wheeler called for comments and a motion to approve minutes from the May 20 meeting. Mr. 
Nuttall motioned to approve, with a second from Mr. Welter. All in favor, with no opposed. Minutes 
were approved. 

  

3. RDPO Update – Denise Barrett, RDPO 

• As Beth was attending the Homeland Security Conference in Phoenix this week, Chair Wheeler called 
on Denise to provide an update on RDPO work and recent Policy and Steering Committee activity.  

i. UASI Funding – FY ‘19 application was submitted, and we are currently working on the 
closeout of FY ’16, with full investment justifications now posted on the RDPO website. 
Intergovernmental Agreements (IGAs) for FY ’18 are still brewing, but projects supported by 
PBEM’s Procurement are already being implemented. 

ii. The RDPO Mid-Year Report was recently published to showcase all of the great collaborative 
regional work going on so far this year. Thanks to all who provided inputs and to Laura Hall for 
pulling the report together. 

iii. Regional Catastrophic Preparedness Grant Program (RCPGP) 

1. Notice of Funding Opportunity (NOFO). During the Steering Committee’s last 
meeting, the green light was given to develop concept documentation for 
justification to apply for the grant. Due to complications with SurveyMonkey, 
combined with lower than expected participation, we were unable to secure enough 
votes to move forward. Reflecting on this, we were likely not prepared to pursue, 

https://rdpo.net/types
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1CFc1AJJnspvuQfb2gAgk-5tPuJ0Fn8wG225AgQB5CEA/edit
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1ph-dW0NOXQXFNlb2CtAb90OWnb6oLHHm
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and are still building up to it. If we can get to a better place in developing the budget 
side of things, with the next RDPO strategic planning cycle and new lifeline concept 
forthcoming, we could have a great opportunity for next time. Both Chair Wheeler 
and Vice Chair Wolf added similar thoughts, expressing that a $1.5 million project 
would have been a huge effort on involved stakeholders, on top of the many other 
ongoing projects and day-to-day work in the region.  

2. Questions/Discussion. 

a. Chair Wheeler asked: was any feedback returned from jurisdictions that did 
not submit a vote? get any feedback from non-voters on why? Denise 
commented that, in hindsight, the survey probably should have been 
reconstructed and resent, as we were unable to determine which 
jurisdictions did or did not vote. However, to be fair, several reminders 
were sent, and the voting deadline was clearly communicated to all. 

iv. Denise has been working with the Policy Committee on bill tracking and various legislative 
advocacy pursuits. Both the PC and SC have given the green light on so many relevant bills, 
but unfortunately not many are expected to pass. Of specific interest:  

1. HB 2206, which directs the creation of a post-disaster evaluation program to 
determine whether buildings may be safely occupied. Moving forward/expected to 
pass (but without funding). 

2. CEI hub and abatement study: this consists of $300K in OEM’s budget to work 
together with DEQ and ODOE to conduct a study and produce recommendations for 
averting an environmental catastrophe because of earthquake damaged tanks 
spilling their contents into the Willamette River. 

3. HB 2208, ordering the establishment of a program to issue grants for improving the 
seismic safety of unreinforced masonry buildings. Unlikely to pass.  

4. HB 2265, which would support counties with funding to hire additional emergency 
management staff.  

5. Additionally, she is working on drafting a letter to the Oregon Congressional 
Delegation that will address the Executive Branch’s proposed FY ‘20 budget, which 
calls for more cuts in funding to emergency management-related programs at the 
federal level. The letter will advocate for stable or increased funding, not cuts. 

 

4. 2020 Pipeline Planning Group – John Wheeler, Committee Chair 

• To kick off this discussion, Chair Wheeler briefly reviewed the high-level takeaways from recent hot 
wash discussions from the 2019 pipeline process, including implementing a planning requirement for 
big-ticket equipment and supply purchases (especially recurring ones), looking at evaluating scoring 
and weighting for proposals, as well as taking a look at a different scoring process as well. The goal for 
this meeting was to identify 2-4 committee members interested in meeting over the summer to review 
the pipeline materials and processes to advise the Program and Steering Committees on 
recommended improvements and corrective actions based on the hot wash findings. The commitment 
for participating would likely be for just a couple of meetings and is estimated at ~6-8 hours.   

i. Questions/Discussion. 

1. Ms. Busch expressed some concern with the idea of such a small group for this task, 
proposing that the call for participants be opened to our workgroups and 
subcommittees as well. Chair Wheeler clarified the desire to have an inclusive 

https://www.fema.gov/media-library-data/1544469177002-251a503b3717f0d6d483bae6169f4106/Revised_Community_Lifelines_Information_Sheet.pdf
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process with everyone being given opportunities to review recommendations and 
take part in shaping improvements, but the idea is just to have a smaller group 
responsible for hashing out the initial proposal review specifics.  

2. Mr. Welter inquired about specific timeframes for this, with Chair Wheeler giving an 
estimate of sometime next month (July). An agenda item could then be added for 
the August meeting for review and approval of proposed recommendations and 
corrective actions.  

3. Chair Wheeler then called for volunteers to serve on the review committee, setting a 
deadline of July 1 to have all identified.  

a. Ms. Busch would like to recommend and will speak with Daniel Nibouar 
(from Metro) as it will be important for REMTEC to have a voice.  

b. Ms. Garrison is interested but expressed she will likely have limited in-
person availability. 

 
5. RDPO Program Management SOP Review & Revision – Chair Wheeler 

• Chair Wheeler then moved to identify one or two committee members who might be interested in 
assisting with an upcoming review and revision of the RDPO Program Management SOP, estimating a 
4-6 hour time commitment. Not to be confused with the Program Committee SOP, this is the guiding 
document for handling of UASI Program grant awards which spells out roles and responsibilities and  
authority limits for making funding decisions. Corrective actions decided upon from the previous 
agenda item will be integrated into the planned revisions, and Beth plans to frame up what else needs 
review and updating. We plan to seek volunteers from the Steering Committee as well, and revisions 
will also go through a full PrC and SC review.  

• Volunteers: Mr. Ubiadas will help. Chair Wheeler also expressed interest, based on availability. Denise 
will review and advise on drafts. 

 

6. Equity Advisor – Chair Wheeler 
• Chair Wheeler next introduced a proposal where a small amount of funding would be requested to 

hire an equity consultant to provide short-term assistance to the committee. During previous 
meetings, lots of ideas were batted around and concerns were expressed regarding the use of a pre-
existing RDPO stakeholder who may already participate in other committee work and meetings taking 
on additional responsibilities as an equity representative. As we desire to take more of a training and 
orientation approach and eventually be capable of serving as our own equity advisors, the 
recommendation is to allocate $5k (ballpark figure) to hire a consultant to help us determine how to 
implement equity considerations into our scope of work. Once we have some direction on this, we 
could then decide to go the route of a more permanent advisor or explore our options again at that 
point. other options again at that time.  

• Questions/Discussion. 
i. Mr. Ubiadas shared that he has previous experience working with such advisors and can reach 

back with input if needed. 
ii. Vice Chair Wolf inquired as to what we would get if we only have $5k to allocate toward this, 

with Chair Wheeler advising further discussions will be in order about any potential advisors’ 
credentials and best-fit possibilities. Denise added this will be a way to gain some traction on 
this initiative and bring more people into our conversations. 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1AHnBFrkSw5GXeH777z1zuS8GWvFnqWnp
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• Chair Wheeler obtained consensus support for the proposed approach. Next steps: Beth will work with 
John Wheeler, Katy Wolf, and Denise to develop a scope of work for an equity contractor, and then 
procure same.  

 

7. CAD2CAD and Cybersecurity Project Updates – Michael Smith, MACS CAD Project Coordinator 
• Chair Wheeler called on Michael Smith, PDCC Representative, to provide updates on the status and 

output of the CAD2CAD project and plans for the Cybersecurity project. Highlights: 
i. CAD2CAD: 

1. WCCCA/CCOM/LOCOM/Columbia 911 are all active on the full TELLUS system, with 
Metro West scheduled to go live 6/26 and AMR still in testing with some issues that 
lie with the CAD vendor. These integrations will allow for ambulance AVL data to 
pass to the 911 centers. BOEC is testing call-sharing with the development system, 
and CRESA is still testing to resolve minor issues. 

ii. Cybersecurity: 
1. Seculore Solutions, a cybersecurity company dedicated solely to 911 centers recently 

delivered a technical presentation , and will be flying out to present at the next PDCC 
meeting (7/16) as well. It has been confirmed through the state that procurement 
can occur through cooperative agreement with HGAC. The overall project will likely 
be a combination of using a private contractor for active monitoring, using DHS-
CISA’s program to investigate vulnerabilities and suggest mitigation, then use 
remaining funds for mitigation costs as needed. 
 

8. Disaster Infant Feeding Project (reallocation) – Jack Nuttall, Chair, PH Workgroup (or alternate TBD) 
• Chair Wheeler called on Mr. Nuttall to provide some information on the outcomes and lessons learned 

from this recently completed project.  
i. Background: Information on this topic from typical sources such as the CDC or FEMA is scarce, 

and it can be particularly dangerous to start feeding infants powdered formula as there is 
potential during times of disaster for water sources to be contaminated. The project 
consisted of two phases, with a graduate student developing guidance (at no cost in the first 
phase) and then providing trainings (in the second phase at cost under the UASI grant) for 
public health, emergency management, and a variety of other audiences in the region. 

ii. Takeaways: A number of complaints were heard regarding shaming on the topic of not 
breastfeeding following classes, with recommendations made to the subject matter expert to 
move toward neutrality in the course content. Overall, this was a successful campaign, 
completing a huge amount of work in a short time and a better alternative than taking on the 
topic ourselves with all other ongoing work in the region. Guidance and training modules are 
available on the RDPO website. 
  

9. Round Table / Good of the order 

• Lt. Root from Portland Fire gave an update on the recent USAR and Tactical Medical classes, sharing 
that both were very positive offerings. He is looking forward to the upcoming project work surrounding 
drones and the wildfire urban interface. Wildland fire preparations for the summer season are also 
really spinning up.  

• Mr. Ubiadas shared that he has been working toward a more collaborative relationship with CTRAN, 
and discussed work surrounding obtaining the National Weather Service StormReady designation.  

• Mr. Nuttall reported the NW OR/SW Washington measles outbreak is effectively over, and there were 
good coordination efforts by all involved. Flu clinics will be the initiative heading into winter, and 

https://www.dhs.gov/CISA
https://www.dhs.gov/CISA
https://rdpo.net/infant-feeding-in-emergencies
https://www.weather.gov/StormReady
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MultCo EM (through Sophia Grimm), will lead pharmacy continuity planning efforts for the region with 
the PHWG supporting. Ms. Busch added that we need to look at doing more to provide timely 
assistance to our partners in Clark County, as it took approximately two weeks to provide a resource 
during the measles health emergency. Regarding Sophia Grimm’s project, this work is largely centered 
around determining which medications we could and should stockpile, and how frequently we would 
have to replenish supplies.  

• Ms. Garrison reported that the Citizen Corps Work Group met recently, and will be picking up work on 
SOP development. There have also been some recent discussions surrounding a stranded volunteer 
worker agreement, and research has begun on this starting specifically with CERT programs.  

• Mr. Welter shared that the Public Works WG met in May and plans to take a deep dive into their SOPs 
as well—no major changes anticipated. Members will also be voting in September on his replacement 
as he will soon be retiring.  Lastly, he wanted to bring some awareness to an ongoing issue surrounding 
an emergency response trailer recently acquired by ODOT—citing there has been some disagreement 
on who owns the asset.  Denise indicated this is probably written off the books at this point but will 
verify. Mr. Welter indicated Beth Crane is aware of the issue as well.  

• Chair Wheeler shared that Jeff Rubin will be retiring at the end of this month.  
10. Adjourn 

• Chair Wheeler adjourned the meeting at 2:45 pm. 
• Next meeting: August 19, 1-3pm, PBEM, Executive Conference Room (please note different location). 


